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COURT UPHOLDS A SOPHISTICATED         

   PLANNING TECHNIQUE: 

 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 
 

Twenty years ago, a technique known as split-dollar was an often-used way to 

pay the premium for needed life insurance coverage.  Then, between 2001 and 

2003, the IRS published rulings and regulations that effectively ended many 

commonly-used split-dollar strategies.   

 

On April 13, the Tax Court published a decision with regard to certain split-

dollar details in the case of Estate of Clara M. Morrissette et al v. 

Commissioner.  In its ruling, the court took the side of a family that had 

implemented private split-dollar plans for the purpose of facilitating estate 

planning.   

 

Here’s what the family had done: 

 

Clara M. Morrissette was a widow with three sons.  In 2006, Clara was judged 

to be incompetent to handle her financial affairs, and a conservator was 

appointed to act for her.  The conservator established three dynasty trusts, one 

for the benefit of each of Clara’s sons.  

  

Life insurance policies were purchased in each of the dynasty trusts  

on the lives of the brothers. The dynasty trusts did not have enough  

money to pay the premiums for the life policies, so Clara’s revocable  

trust advanced nearly $10 million to each dynasty trust. The trustees  

used the money to single-pay the premiums for the life insurance  

policies.  

 

Clara’s revocable trust entered into split-dollar arrangements with  

each dynasty trust.  The agreements each stated that upon the death  

of the insured or the termination of the arrangement while the insured  

was alive, the Clara’s trust would receive the greater of the  

premiums advanced or the cash surrender value.  

 

In each year from 2006 to 2009, gifts were reported by the taxpayer 

to the IRS using the economic benefit regime of the split-dollar  

            regulations. 
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When Clara died in 2009, the IRS decided she had not paid enough gift taxes.  

They assessed a tax deficiency, and the taxpayers filed a petition in the Tax 

Court disputing the tax assessment. 

 

The court decided that Clara and her tax advisors had it right—that their 

administration of the split-dollar plan and valuation of gifts during Clara’s 

lifetime were both correct. 

 

Here are the things I learned from the Morrissette case: 

 

1. Even though the changes in split-dollar rules between 2001 and 2003 

significantly curtailed the use of split dollar in permanent life cases, 

there is still a place for the strategy—especially in connection with 

estate planning. 

 

2. High net worth individuals who are considering ways to transfer sizable 

amounts of wealth to the next generation and beyond ought to consider 

split-dollar leverage gifts to family members. 

 

Are you worried about transferring wealth to the next generation?  Is split-

dollar something you should consider?  Feel welcome to give me a call, and I 

would be glad to answer your questions. 

 

AS ALWAYS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL TO DISCUSS THESE OR 

OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY ISSUES OF CONCERN. 

 

 

Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. and its representatives do not provide 

legal or tax advice. You may want to consult a legal or tax advisor 

regarding any legal or tax information as it relates to your personal 

circumstances. 
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